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Lan Akolme

We acknowledge and honor the Indigenious 
peoples and nations whose lands we 
currently occupy:
❖ Kizh (Tongva)- Los Angeles 
❖ Chumash- Ventura
❖ Acjachemen- Southern Orange County
❖ Luiseño- Riverside

Go to https://native-land.ca to learn more 
about the Native lands in your community



“...the body politic is engaged day and night in devising 
penal laws and in providing for ways and means of 

punishment. It builds prisons, acquires chains and fetters, 
and ordains places of exile and banishment, seeking 

thereby to reform the criminal, whereas in reality this 
only brings about the degradation of morals and the 

subversion of character. 
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“The body politic should instead strive night and day, 
bending every effort to ensure that souls are properly 

educated, that they progress day by day, that they advance 
in science and learning, that they acquire praiseworthy 

virtues and laudable manners, and that they forsake 
violent behaviour, so that crimes may never occur. 



“At the present time the contrary prevails: The body politic 
is ever seeking to strengthen penal laws and securing 

means of punishment, instruments of death and 
chastisement, and places of imprisonment and exile, and 
then waiting for crimes to be committed. This has a most 

detrimental effect. 



“
But if the masses were educated so that knowledge and learning 
increased day by day, understanding was broadened, perceptions 
were refined, morals were rectified and manners reformed - in a 
word, that progress was made with respect to every degree of 

perfection - then the occurrence of crime would subside...



“
As ignorance is the root cause of crime, the 

more knowledge and learning advance, the less 
crime will be committed. 

– Abdu’l-Baha, Some Answered Questions, 
newly revised version, pp. 312-313.

https://bahaiteachings.org/abdul-baha


Gud Qusos:
What do we value as individuals and a society? 

How are our values expressed in how we relate to 

young people in schools? 
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Resti Jti...
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...promotes values and principles 
that use inclusive, collaborative 
approaches for being in community. 
These approaches validate the 
experiences and needs of everyone 
within the community, particularly 
those who have been marginalized, 
oppressed, or harmed. These 
approaches allow us to act and 
respond in ways that are healing 
rather than alienating or coercive. 



Consg Vi f Juc
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Retti Resti

❖ Crime is violation of law and state

❖ Violations create guilt/culpability

❖ Justice requires state to determine blame 

(guilt) and impose punishment

❖ Central focus: Offenders “getting what they 

deserve”

❖ Crime is violation of people & relationships

❖ Violations create obligations

❖ Justice involves survivors, offenders, and 

community members in an effort to repair 

harm, to “put things right.” 

❖ Central focus: Survivors’ needs and offender’s 

responsibility for repairing harm

Adapted from Zehr, 2015
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How  ti re t ho? 
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- Zero-tolerance 
discipline in schools                        
(American Psychological Association, 
2008; Balfanz, Burnes & Fox, 2014; 
Mallett, 2016)

- Racial disparities in 
implementation of 
disciplinary practices 
(DeMatthews, 2016; Gregory, Skiba & 
Noguera, 2010; Hoffman, 2014; Skiba, 
Arredondo & Rausch, 2014)

The  or 
R in l
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Acotit Srur

❖ Authoritative, not authoritarian

❖ High level of structure

❖ High level of support

❖ Disciplinary interventions as 

learning experiences

(Morrison, 2007)
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- Need to develop a 
continuum of practices       
(Harrison, 2007: Zehr, 2015)

-Transform “quick fix,” 
reactive mentality                           
(Morrison & Vaandering, 2012; Osher, 
Poirier, Jarjoura & Brown, 2015 )

-Improve school climate & 
culture to prioritize 
inclusivity & equity
(Vaandering, 2013; Zehr, 2015)

Who ho Apoh
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To w xet  or ho 
but le r as?
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Our G

National Education Association (2014)

❖ Transform paradigm for how 
conflict is addressed in schools and 
broader communities

❖ Develop skills and relationships that 
help prevent harm and conflict

❖ Foster equity, democracy and 
wellness in schools and communities
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Pan cun
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Get Il!
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Kep an!



Reses
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● Accounting for Violence: How to Increase Safety...
● Root Work Journal Volume 1
● Restorative Practices at School
● Troublemakers: Lessons in Freedom from Young Children at School
● Restorative Discipline Presentation with resources
● Parent Today article on Bringing the Lessons of Restorative Justice Home
● Real Justice Restorative Practice Parent Booklet
● Better Than Carrots or Sticks (Full Text)
● Study Guide for Better Than Carrots or Sticks
● Building Community with Restorative Circles
● The Little Book of Restorative Discipline for Schools: Teaching Responsibility; 

Creating Caring Climates
● Colorizing Restorative Justice: Voicing Our Realities
● Images from Amplifier.org

https://www.vera.org/publications/accounting-for-violence
https://www.rootworkjournal.org/convening-in-the-ark-submissions
https://www.simonandschuster.com/books/Restorative-Practices-at-School/Becky-McCammon/Books-for-Teachers/9781646040001
https://www.esc16.net/upload/page/0307/docs/DiMarco%20Restorative%20Discipline%20What%20Parents%20Need%20to%20Know.pdf
https://www.parenttoday.org/bringing-the-lessons-of-restorative-justice-home/
http://fromdiaperstodiamonds.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Restorative-Practice-Parent-Booklet-Real-Justice.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7c8EB6Ip1cgSFJnVEd5emc1cmc/view?usp=sharing
http://www.ascd.org/publications/books/116005/chapters/An-ASCD-Study-Guide-for-Better-Than-Carrots-or-Sticks.aspx
https://www.edutopia.org/article/building-community-restorative-circles
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“
Divine civilization, however, so traineth every member 

of society that no one, with the exception of a 
negligible few, will undertake to commit a crime. 



“There is thus a great difference between the prevention of 
crime through measures that are violent and retaliatory, 

and so training the people, and enlightening them, and 
spiritualizing them, that without any fear of punishment 

or vengeance to come, they will shun all criminal acts. 



“They will, indeed, look upon the very commission of a 
crime as a great disgrace and in itself the harshest of 
punishments. They will become enamoured of human 

perfections, and will consecrate their lives to whatever will 
bring light to the world and will further those qualities 

which are acceptable at the Holy Threshold of God.



“See then how wide is the difference between material 
civilization and divine. With force and punishments, 

material civilization seeketh to restrain the people from 
mischief, from inflicting harm on society and committing 

crimes. 



“But in a divine civilization, the individual is so conditioned that 
with no fear of punishment, he shunneth the perpetration of 
crimes, seeth the crime itself as the severest of torments, 
and with alacrity and joy, setteth himself to acquiring the 

virtues of humankind, to furthering human progress, and to 
spreading light across the world.

 – Selections from the Writings of Abdu’l-Baha, pp. 132-133.

http://reference.bahai.org/en/t/ab/SAB/sab-106.html


Tha y o nin 
in s k!
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